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Excellencies, Colleagues, it is an honour to present my organisation, the Commonwealth of Learning as it 

completes 30 years of service to the Commonwealth.  

Lets first look at the context in which we work. 60% of the population of the Commonwealth is under the 

age of 30 and would need some form of education or training. With advances in technology, the nature of 

jobs is changing and 65% of the children entering primary school today will work in jobs that do not yet 

exist. How can we future-proof our young generations? 

In the Commonwealth 17 million primary children need to go to school and 16 million of our youth are 

out of secondary school. While more boys than girls are enrolled in primary schools, boys are 

underrepresented and under-performing at the secondary level. More than half the world’s illiterate adults 

live in the Commonwealth. 

Everyone in the Commonwealth is not connected—in fact only 22% have access to the internet while 

87% have access to mobiles. How can we harness the potential of mobile devices for learning? 

Unemployment rates are high in many Commonwealth countries—how can we provide skills with speed 

and at scale? 

60% of the Commonwealth members are small states, increasingly affected by climate change. How can 

we build their resilience through education? Youth unemployment is high and while many countries offer 

9 years of education, we need to provide 12 years of quality education for all. Given the scarcity of 

resources and infrastructure, how can we address the issues of access, equity, quality and costs? What role 

does COL play? 

COL was established by Commonwealth Heads of Government when they met in Vancouver for 

CHOGM 1987. Ever since, we have been in beautiful British Columbia, which makes us the only 

Commonwealth intergovernmental organisation not in London. 

COL is supported by voluntary contributions from Member States—we have 7 major donors which 

include three developing countries. In 2006, 23 countries were contributing to our core budget—that 

number has more than doubled to 47 countries today. This is significant since these are voluntary rather 

than mandatory contributions. 

Our mission is to help Commonwealth member states and institutions to use technologies for expanding 

access to education and training.  

COL’s strategic plan 2015-2021 has been developed after wide consultations around the Commonwealth. 
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COL believes that learning is the key to sustainable development. Learning must lead to opportunities for 

economic growth, social inclusion and environmental conservation. 

This aligns closely with the Sustainable Development Goal 4 which aspires to ensure inclusive and 

equitable quality education and lifelong learning opportunities for all by 2030.  

Our strategy is to harness the potential of existing and new technologies to achieve development 

outcomes. Let me demonstrate this with some examples of our work. 

First, how has COL supported economic growth? COL’s Commonwealth Executive MBA/MPA 

programme is offered by universities in 11 countries. This quality distance learning programme enrolled 

over 30,000 learners, of whom 14,000 have already graduated. Raymond Loh, an alumnus of Wawasan 

Open University, Malaysia completed this programme in his early fifties and started a moving and 

relocation service which now has a presence in 40 countries. 

A recent study conducted at the Allama Iqbal Open University, Pakistan indicates that the graduates of 

this programme saw an increase of 38% in their monthly income, improved their chances of promotion by 

over 28% and every $ invested resulted in $ 3.40 direct returns for the learners. 

Ministers of Education directed COL to establish a Virtual University for Small States of the 

Commonwealth (VUSSC). All 31 small states are active members of this consortium. Small states 

develop needs-based courses collaboratively that are available as Open Educational Resources or OER 

not just to the members but to anyone anywhere in the world. 23 institutions in 14 countries are offering 

these courses. 

The first cohort of graduates in sustainable agriculture from the National University of Samoa are already 

in full-time employment in their country. 

Because the courses are developed collaboratively and available free to any institution, tuition fees for the 

VUSSC students was reduced by 69% as compared to students at a campus institution in Botswana. The 

same study shows that the majority of VUSSC learners combine work and study and by saving the 

opportunity costs are able to get more benefits than campus students. 

My third example is from the Technical Vocational Teachers College, Zambia. Because of innovative 

approaches supported by COL, there was a huge increase in student numbers, improved learning 

outcomes and a 50% increase in revenues for the college. 

Two, how does COL’s work support social inclusion? As countries achieve success in providing universal 

primary education, there are still significant barriers preventing many young people from entering 

secondary education. Open schools can provide flexible learning opportunities through the use of open 

and distance learning. These young girls go to a COL-supported open school in Belize where we found 

that every $ invested resulted in $ 8 worth of perceived benefits to students.  

A COL study found that in India, it costs one tenth of what it costs to put a student through a secondary 

school. Similarly in Namibia, students who go to NAMCOL pay one fifth compared to their counterparts 

in government secondary schools. 

Non-formal learning is equally important. In Kenya, COL supported women to start agri-enterprises and a 

recent study concludes that learning leads to empowerment and for every 1% increase in empowerment, 

there is a 2.3% increase in profits. 
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Mary Arogya is a school dropout and a grandmother who knew nothing about the internet. As part of 

COL’s Lifelong Learning for Farmers project, she is working as a content and web manager for a 

framers’ organisation, has uploaded hundreds of resources on YouTube, Facebook and trained over a 

thousand other farmers. 

Even today we find a wide prevalence of early child and forced marriage across the Commonwealth. 

Thanks to additional contributions from the governments of Australia and Canada, COL is training girls 

and women in Bangladesh, India, Pakistan, Mozambique and Tanzania for employment and 

entrepreneurship.  

Agatha Kipeta from Tanzania dropped out of school in grade 8 when she became pregnant. Because of 

the COL-supported training, she has skills in soap making, batik and food processing and understands 

gender equality and human rights. She has now registered to complete her secondary schooling and hopes 

to study engineering at the university. She has become a role model and advocate in her community. 

In the last two years, 47,000 girls have been trained, over 8000 have new sources of income and more 

than 600 child marriages have been averted. This was possible by reaching out to members of the 

community, who came forward to support the education and training of girls. 

Third, what is COL’s contribution to environmental conservation? Environmental sustainability is a 

central concern for everyone, particularly the small states. A recent study conducted in Botswana showed 

that the carbon footprint of a distance learning student was only one third compared to their campus-based 

counterparts. 

Working with the Blue Economy Institute in Seychelles, COL supported the development of an online 

course in this emerging field which was offered free by the University of Seychelles last year.  

COL worked with the National Teachers Institute, Nigeria, to develop a Green Teacher course to ensure 

that teachers inculcate environmental concerns amongst school children from an early stage. 

These Excellencies are some examples of how COL promotes learning that leads to economic growth, 

social inclusion and environmental conservation—all elements of sustainable development. Let me also 

share some highlights from the last three years. 

COL triennial Pan Commonwealth Forum, organized in partnership with the Open University of 

Malaysia, attracted over 500 participants from 60 countries, including several Commonwealth ministers 

of education. This resulted in the 2016 KL Declaration which provides a clear roadmap of how distance 

and technology-based learning can lead to sustainable development.  

COL’s next Pan Commonwealth Forum will be held jointly with the Open University, UK and will be 

held next September in Edinburgh. I sincerely hope you’ll be able to join this gathering of experts, policy 

makers and practitioners from around the world. 

COL is an acknowledged world leader in open educational resources and organized six regional 

consultations worldwide in collaboration with UNESCO, the government of Slovenia and Hewlett 

Foundation leading to the 2nd World OER Congress held in Ljubljana last September, where several 

Commonwealth ministers were present. 

Following the devastation wreaked by cyclone Gita, COL responded by sending secondary school 

materials to Tonga on Aptus a low-cost offline virtual classroom that provides learners in remote 

locations with access to digital resources. My colleague who went to train the technical staff in Tonga is 
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presenting the device and tablets to the minister of education. Aptus been deployed with effective 

outcomes in Pakistan, Kiribati, Samoa and Vanuatu. 

Over the last 30 years, COL has led key paradigm shifts. The first shift: technology enabled learning can 

break open the ivory towers of tertiary education. Open and distance learning can reach the unreached, 

cost one third as compared to campus education, without compromising quality. The second shift: if the 

child cannot go to school, the school can come to the child. Open schools provide flexible learning 

opportunities for secondary education. The third shift: Open Educational Resources or OER are the 

answer to closed and costly textbooks. OER based textbooks reduce costs while at the same time 

enhancing quality. The fourth shift: the digital divide can be transformed into a digital dividend. The fifth 

shift: literacy is not a precondition for learning, but learning can lead to literacy. The sixth shift: the social 

capital of the mother is the most important determinant in bringing girls to school. In order to skill 35,000 

girls, over 200,000 family and community members had to be sensitised. Empowered mothers and 

sensitised communities can be the most powerful stakeholders for ensuring that each girl completes 12 

years of school 

COL offers world class expertise, innovative models that can be replicated across contexts, capacity 

building and resources.  

More than four fifths of the Commonwealth Member States make voluntary contributions to COL’s 

budget. We consider this an important indicator of your confidence. Thank you for your contributions, 

both financial and intellectual, and for your kind attention. 
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